We present ARU, an Adaptive Recurrent Unit for streaming adaptation of deep globally trained time-series forecasting models. The ARU combines the advantages of learning complex data transformations across multiple time series from deep global models, with per-series localization offered by closed-form linear models. Unlike existing methods of adaptation that are either memory-intensive or non-responsive after training, ARUs require only fixed sized state and adapt to streaming data via an easy RNN-like update operation. The core principle driving ARU is simple -maintain sufficient statistics of conditional Gaussian distributions and use them to compute local parameters in closed form. Our contribution is in embedding such local linear models in globally trained deep models while allowing end-to-end training on the one hand, and easy RNN-like updates on the other. Across several datasets we show that ARU is more effective than recently proposed local adaptation methods that tax the global network to compute local parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Time series forecasting is a critical analysis tool in retail [9, 15] , finance, and commerce, and has been extensively researched across communities for multiple decades [1, 5, 6, 11, 13, 21, 27] (See [8] for a recent survey). However, with the remarkable success of deep learning in other classically hard tasks like speech recognition, the time series forecasting problem also requires revisiting. We consider typical forecasting settings where we are given multiple series along different points in time. Each series at time t is characterized by a real-valued output y i t and a vector of input features x i t . Our goal is Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. KDD ' to predict the y for K future points of time for which we are given inputs x i T +1 , . . . , x i T +K . Classical methods of time series analysis like ARIMA, exponential smoothing, and other state space models [13] , train separate parameters θ i for each time series i and can be considered as local models. In contrast recent deep learning methods [11, 18, 29] train shared parameters θ for predicting each y as a function of a summary of each time series' previous observation. Typically, a Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) is used for representing such sequential history as fixed dimensional vectors. For sequences representing time series, in addition to general purpose gated RNNs like LSTMs, recent proposals also include un-gated RNNs like Statistical Recurrent Units (SRUs [19] ) and Fourier Recurrent Units (FRU [31] ). During training, data from multiple time series teaches the RNN to capture enough context from the history relevant for making predictions at each of the future K points in time. Such models have been found to surpass purely local models like ARIMA and conventional globally trained models like boosted regression trees [21] .
In general however such global model may be sub-optimal when the various series are heterogeneous, or when not all time series are observed during training. The only local influence in these models is the RNN state that evolves with time separately for each time series i. We take a different view and treat the per-series state as local parameters that map a future input along with its context to a prediction. We use a clever trick to update the local parameters in closed form, and in a streaming manner much like normal RNN parameters. We call our unit a Adaptive Recurrent Unit (ARU) whose finite-sized state can be used to compute per-series local parameters in closed form.
Recently, other methods have also been proposed to augment a global time series model with local parameters [12, 23] . However, their method of local adaptation requires the global model to be retrained for each update to a time series. More generally, localization of a globally trained model can be treated as a domain adaptation problem [3, 4] for which many methods have been proposed including model fine-tuning, meta-learning [10, 17, 24] , and memory-augmented networks [26, 28] . These methods either require gradient-based iterative updates, or are memory-intensive, and/or rely on techniques like self-attention that is quadratic in T for large time-series. ARU does not entail iterative training of local parameters, its adaptation is light-weight and streaming, and only requires a time-series specific state of constant size. This makes it particularly efficient for long time-series since its storage and compute requirement is constant in the sequence length.
The core principle of ARU is to use RNN-like updates to incrementally maintain per-series sufficient statistics required for fitting a local conditional Gaussian distribution in closed form. Our contribution is in exploiting this classical trick in the context of modern deep learning models, and designing network architectures that provide the right local-global tradeoff. Surprisingly, we show that this strategy of local adaptation is more robust across different types of time-series than recently proposed more ambitious methods that tax the deep network to learn to generate local parameters from RNN states.
We compare our ARU-based adaptation to two state-of-art adaptation methods on five time-series datasets under various settings. We show that ARU is effective in reducing error by 10 to 20% compared to the baseline, and is generally better than existing adaptation methods. This reduction in error comes at very little overheads of running time, whereas existing state-of-the-art adaptation methods are up to a factor of four slower.
OUR MODEL
We start with a review of state-of-the-art global models and classical local models for time series forecasting.
Review: Global Models. Typical deep learning based global models for multi-horizon time series forecasting [11, 29] deploy the encoder-decoder architecture. First an input layer maps the input features x i t to a real vector. This could include embedding lookups for categorical attributes and any rescaling for continuous attributes. Next the transformed input along with the previous output [x i t , y i t −1 ] is fed to one or more encoder RNN layers. The RNN could be either a generic LSTM or time-series specific units like SRU or FRU that capture context useful for future predictions. The output of the encoder is its final state g i T at the end of T steps. This can be treated as a summary of the known y values that is relevant as a context for future predictions. The decoder initialized with g i T is responsible for making the predictions on the K future time horizons as a function of respective inputs x i t : t = T + 1 . . . ,T + K. The decoder could be auto-regressive, where the previous predicted y is fed as input to be next step, or independently make each of the K predictions. We found the independent model to provide higher accuracy for long-term forecasts than the auto-regressive model fed with noisy previous predictions. This is corroborated in [29] . The decoder takes each transformed future input x i t : t = T +1 . . . ,T +K concatenated with g i T and generates an output vector h i t using an optional RNN and one or more feed-forward layers. Lastly, a Gaussian distribution is imposed on the output by using a linear layer to map h i t into a mean and variance. The final equations driving the prediction at future times are:
where θ enc , θ dec , θ µ , θ σ are all parts of the global parameters θ . During training we are given data comprising of input-output pairs over several time series. D = {(x i 1 , y i 1 ), . . . , (x i T , y i T ) : i = 1 . . . , N }. We simulate multiple encoder-decoder windows from this history using a sliding window of stride ℓ and compute the data likelihoodμ as follows:
where N denotes the Gaussian density function. The parameter θ includes all network parameters spanning the input-layer, the encoder RNN, the decoder RNN, and the last output layer that generates µ i t , σ i t . Figure 1 shows the global model. The global model is driven by parameters trained across multiple time-series, and the only local influence in the final equation that outputs Pr(
is the RNN state g i T that serves as context. The RNN parameters are trained end-to-end to find the most relevant context.
Review: Local Models. A local model would train separate parameters θ i for each i. However, unless the length of each time-series is very large, training parameters of a complex network like a multilayer deep network would not work. Hence, local models have traditionally been simple models such as linear state space models that use linear parameters to transition from one state to the next, and make state-ful predictions. Let s i t denote the local state at time t of series i. Parameters θ i tr control transition from one state to the other via affine transforms, and parameter θ i µ controls the linear transform to generate the mean output from the local state. The variance is a fixed learned parameter, and that makes the local model as:
where the parameters θ i tr and θ i µ , θ i σ are learned locally for each time-series using its known values up toT that is (
. Assuming T is large, local models can capture peculiarities of individual time-series in ways that cannot be approximated by local RNN state of global models.
The ARU RNN
Our model not only attempts to capture the best of the local and global models, but does so in a manner that allows the local parameters to be computed recurrently in a streaming manner. We call our unit Adaptive Recurrent Unit (ARU) that views the per-series state as local predictive parameters that are fitted on the fly. Additionally, ARU is designed to capture local predictive parameters without expensive parameter retraining.
We use the shared global network to learn the complex transformation of the history and the input into a final output vector h i t . However, instead of the global last linear layer (Equation 3 in the global model), we use a local model. We perform the local fit in a clever way to allow easy end-to-end training of the global network parameters without inner loop of local updates as in existing methods like [10] . The main idea behind the ARU is to use a RNN to provide the best possible least square fit locally for each time series based on observed x t , h t values. The motivation behind this choice is that the optimal local parameters can be obtained in closed form using sufficient statistics that can be maintained in a streaming manner. In contrast local parameters that depend on iterative gradient-based updates, require multiple data passes and are difficult to embed within a larger global network that is trained via gradient descent. Although the ARU unit itself only models linear interaction between its inputs and outputs, it is embedded in a larger neural network that provides non-linear transformation of both the input to the ARU and its output. We describe the ARU-RNN in this section and then in Section 2.2 describe how we fit it in the global model.
The ARU Update Equations.
Let h i t be the output vector at time t from the global model. The ARU RNN has two modes: adapt and predict. In the adapt mode it is fed the input h i t along with the true label y i t at that time and produces an updated state s i t . In the predict mode denoted ARU (s i t −1 , h i t ) it outputs the local prediction based on state s i t −1 on the input h i t . The ARU state s t at each time t keeps four types of sufficient statistics s t = [sxx i 
The predicted output using only ARU states can be computed by exploiting the closed form of the least squares solution. First, the local parameter is calculated in closed form using the sufficient statistics. The λI term regularizes the local parameters. The local parameter is used to compute the mean and variance of the local prediction.
ARU_Predict(s i Figure 2 shows how ARU is embedded in the global model for one decoder step. We only show mean computation in the figure. The variance computation can also be handled similarly. The output m 4 obtained from ARU is combined with hidden layer and passed further to a two layer feed-forward network. The F F 2 network further evaluates the importance of the global output h i t and local ARU output m i t and makes the final predictions.
RELATED WORK
Before we present our empirical evaluation we discuss related work that could have served as alternatives to our method of adaptation.
Generate Local Parameters from RNN State. Recently [12] and [23] propose to use the power of deep learning to directly compute local parameters θ i from the local state of the RNN. As a state-of-art representative of this class of methods, we discuss the DeepState method of [23] . In DeepState the RNN state g i t computed from global parameters (Eq 1) is passed through feed-forward networks to directly output the local parameters θ i tr and θ i µ , θ i σ , that is,
where θ meta are additional global parameters. The computed local parameters are used to generate the mean and variance of the output ys using a linear state-space model (e.g. Equation 5 ). The global parameters are trained via joint likelihood on all training examples. Unlike our approach, these methods cannot adapt to new time series since local y-s are only transferred via the joint likelihood based training. In our experiment section we show that these models do not train well unless the length of each time-series is long.
Dedicated Local parameters jointly trained with Global. An approach often used for localization of global models is to dedicate per-locale parameters that play specific role in the global model and are trained jointly end-to-end. For example [25] uses per-document parameter along with global parameters to develop better embeddings. In our case, we would train time-series specific parameters θ i along with the rest of the global parameters. This method is only applicable when all time-series are known during training time. A downside of this approach is that it cannot be easily evolved when new values are observed for a time series. Also, each time series has to be long enough for the local parameters to train well.
Fine-tune Global Parameters for each series. Another approach is to treat localization as a problem of domain adaptation, for which a huge literature exists [3, 4] . A well-known solution is to fine-tune the global parameters on labeled data of each time-series using gradient descent on the loss over the limited labeled data for each series [24] . This method would require storage of separate local parameters for each series. Also, parameter fine-tuning could lead to unpredictable local performance. This has led to an explosion of meta-learning methods that exploit multiple local datasets during training so as to learn the adaptation process [10, 17] . Another method of adaptation is using memory [22, 28] that combines parameter fine-tuning with memory-based recall. Of these a recent state-of-art approach is the SNAIL model that uses a simple method of learned deep self-attention on local data for adaptation. As a state-of-art representative of learned adaptation methods, we will compare with this method in our experiments. Our approach is closed-form self-attention that exploits the special regression form of our prediction function. Self-attention based models for time series forecasting are also explored in [20] .
For theoretical insights on the learning efficiency of global vs local models see [14] .
Special RNNs for Time Series. We designed ARU so that it can be embedded in a global network much like any other RNN. Recently, [19] and [31] also propose special RNNs for time-series. Oliva et al. [19] proposed an un-gated alternative to LSTMs, called the Statistical Recurrent Unit (SRU). SRUs maintain moving averages of Len #Features  Rossman  1115  1600 16  16  39  Walmart  3331  143  8  8  16  Electricity  370 44000 24  168  5  Traffic  963  2100 24  168  3  Parts  2246  52  8  8 1 Table 1 : Statistics of the datasets used in our experiments. N is the number of time series, T is the number of values in a series, K is the forecast horizon we used in our experiments, Enc.Len is the length of the encoder in each prediction instance.
summary statistics in their hidden states and generalize exponential moving average like statistics. However, they treat the SRU state like 'context' to be used for predictions in place of LSTM states. Fourier Recurrent Units FRUs [31] is another such un-gated time-series unit. In contrast, we convert the ARU state to local parameters by exploiting the closed-form fit from the the least square sufficient statistics.
EXPERIMENTS
We now empirically compare our ARU-based streaming adaptation method to state-of-the-art deep learning based global models as baselines, and to two recent approaches of adapting them to local time-series. In addition to five real-life public time-series datasets, we also present controlled experiments on synthetic datasets to gain insights on different methods of localizing deep global models. Our code and experiments can be found at 1 .
This section is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the datasets, Section 4.2 describes the five methods we compare with, Section 4.3 describes detailed setup of the experiments, Section 4.4 presents experiments on the synthetic dataset to qualitatively understand the difference between DeepState and ARU, and Section 4.5 presents anecdotes, accuracy, and running times on the real datasets.
Datasets
We perform our experiments on five publicly available time-series datasets. The first two datasets we collected from Kaggle contains rich x features at each point and are more aligned with typical retail forecasting setups where the deep models have gained most traction recently. The remaining three contain only derived time features and are included for comparison with the existing literature. A summary of the datasets appears in Table 1 .
Rossman The Rossmann dataset 2 contains daily sales history of 1115 Rossmann stores. The data is collected between 1st Jan. 2013 to 31st July 2015, i.e., roughly 900 values per series. Each time series is associated with various co-variate features. These include predetermined store-specific features such as store type and distance to the nearest competing store and time-varying features such as whether the store is running any promotion, and external Parts This dataset [7] contains monthly sales information of 2246 car parts over 52 months. This is a small dataset compared to others in our collection.
Features. For each dataset, we extract time-related features in addition to any features available in the data (e.g. in Rossman and Walmart). For Walmart, we use month of the year and week of the year features. For Rossman, we use day of the month and month of the year features. Since Parts is a monthly dataset, we use month of the year feature for Parts. Since Electricity and Traffic are hourly datasets, we use hour of the day and day of the week features. In addition to these, we use month of the year feature for electricity dataset. We embed categorical features into real vectors and rescale the real valued attributes between 0 and 1 across the time-series.
Methods
We compare ARU against two state-of-the-art global deep learning models as baselines and two most recent local adaptation methods. We drop comparison with classical local-only models such as ARIMA because the DeepState and DeepAR methods that we compare with have been shown to conclusively surpass them.
Baseline As a baseline we use the globally trained model where the decoder makes independent predictions for each of the future K points in time. Note that the encoder used to compute the per-series state g i T continues to be auto-regressive. Our experiments and [29] have found the independent decoder to yield better performance than an auto-regressive decoder. This baseline is part of our code base and uses exactly the same setup as ARU.
DeepAR As another global model, we use DeepAR, a production quality deep forecasting model that is built-in Amazon's SageMaker machine learning service 6 . As described in [11] , DeepAR is also an encoder-decoder model but their decoder is auto-regressive. Since the source code is not public, further details of specific features, scaling, etc that they deploy is unknown. To the best of our ability we tried to match the features and experiment setup with our global baseline but we cannot be sure without access to the source code.
SNAIL The SNAIL method proposed in [17] is a local adaptation model that uses interleaving of dilated causal convolution and self-attention layers to capture long range dependencies and for localization respectively. We use two convolution layers with dilation rates 2 and 4 respectively, and two self-attention layers.
DeepState This model uses an RNN to predict the parameters of a local state-space model [23] and is currently the best known local adaptation model for time-series forecasting. The source code is not publicly available, so we only compare with their published numbers.
Experiment setup
We use a single RNN layer in the encoder. The decoder has three ReLU layers on a concatenation of the encoder state g i T and input features x i t . A skip connection from x i T +k to the second ReLU layer is added. The batch size for all experiments is set to 64. Adam optimizer is used with learning rate 0.0001. ARU regularization λ and aging vector α are chosen based on validation loss. In all our experiments, α ∈ {1.0, 0.99, 0.95, 0.9} J . In all experiments, best performing value of α turns out to be [1.0], except for Traffic dataset in Table 5 , where best performing α = [1.0, 0.95, 0.9]. For number of RNN units and number of hidden units, we use three sets of hyper-parameter settings for baseline and ARU -Small, Medium, and Large as given in Table 2 . We use the Small configuration for Parts since it contains time-series of length 52. For Rossman and Walmart, we use the Medium configuration. For Electricity and Traffic datasets, we use the Large configuration in Table 5 and the Medium configuration in the rest of the experiments. We rescale y values of each time-series with its average y value as follows:
This rescaling is also used by [11] . On the Walmart dataset since each time-series is small, we perform above rescaling on a batch instead of the entire time-series i.e.
We also experimented with SRU [19] , which is an un-gated alternative to LSTMs. Since we obtained similar results with SRUs, we omit those numbers from our experiments.
In addition to RMSE, we report Normalized Deviation (ND), which is used in [11, 30] as an evaluation metric. It is defined as: 
Qualitative Comparison on Synthetic Data
In order to get an insight into the working of ARU vis-a-vis the most recent DeepState method of local adaptation, we first present a qualitative comparison using a very simple synthetic dataset. We generate 10 synthetic time-series of hourly data. The y values for these time-series are obtained as a linear combination of x features and local parameters θ i µ , which are uniformly sampled in the range [−γ , γ ]. We use only hour of day and day of week as x features and generate time-series of different lengths by sampling N(0, 1) is a Gaussian noise with unit variance. We compute RMSE for predictions on last 24 hour forecasts in each time-series. This non-auto-regressive model might look too simplistic but it helps us bring out the essence of different approaches. Also, after conditioning on the encoder-state, we found non-auto-regressive decoder to be superior to the auto-regressive decoder even on real-life datasets. In this simple case, the statespace model would need to learn to generate θ i µ from its RNN state g i t in order to match the generative process exactly. In contrast, the ARU would compute θ i µ from the data whose sufficient statistics is summarized in the ARU state. The global network just needs to learn to provide the right input to the ARU cell and also correctly integrate its output with the global output. We used the Medium setting (Table 2) for the global network without any special customization for the synthetic experiments. Thus, the global network needs to learn the correct meta-learning strategy for both methods of adaptation. When id i is part of x t , in theory, a powerful enough network can memorize each set of the 10 local parameter in its feedforward layers, making them both identical. We therefore compare these models under two settings: one where each time-series i feeds its unique id i to the network, and second where it does not.
We compare the two methods against increasing length of timeseries in Figure 3 for two different values of γ (20 and 1) both with and without time-id. When γ is large (first column) the local parameters differ a lot from one time series to the next and the DeepState method of computing them from the RNN state is not at all effective. With increasing sequence length, errors of both methods reduce but ARU converges much faster to error values less then 0.1. When local time-series are more similar to each other (γ = 1), DeepState starts matching ARU only after seeing many samples per time-series (γ = 1, with time-series id). Also, parameter generation methods like DeepState also crucially exploit the timeseries specific identifiers to generate local parameters (compare red plots across the two rows). This implies that they memorize local parameters of the finite number of training time-series, and cannot perform adaptation of a series not seen during training. Also, they cannot exploit streaming availability of labeled data after training. 
Comparisons on Real Data
We start by showing some anecdotes, then compare different methods on prediction error in two different settings, and finally compare them on running time.
Anecdotes.
In Figure 4 , we show how ARU enables a global model to adapt to the characteristics of each time series from the Rossman dataset. The vertical line denotes the prediction horizon. The ARU model is able to match the peaks of the data much better than the global model. The location and pattern of peaks in the actual data varies a lot across the four time-series and a single global model is unlikely to be able to capture them. The ARU by intervening at the last layer, with local sufficient statistics, is able to learn the relation between the inputs and peaks more accurately. For example, look at the two peaks after the green line in the first plot.
For the time-series in the second row, first column we see how the global model's peak prediction is offset by one step whereas ARU aligns perfectly with the true ys. In the last time-series (second row, second column), we see how nicely the gradual decline is matched by ARU, whereas the global baseline is needlessly jittery.
Quantitative comparison on prediction error.
Next we move to a quantitative comparison. We first compare in a fixed horizon setting where we predict for a fixed horizon T + 1, . . . ,T + K that is known during training (T and K values summarized in Table 1 ). In Table 3 we compare different methods for a fixed horizon on the five datasets on four methods. The DeepState method is compared separately since we could not get access to the DeepState code base. We observe that on feature-rich datasets like Rossman and Walmart ARU is significantly better than all existing methods. Another property of ARU is that even when it does not improve beyond the baseline it is not much worse. This is because we meta-learn how to combine ARU's local predictions with the global predictions. We next compare different methods in a streaming setting where we provide the true E (encoder length) forecasts after the training time period T , and ask for prediction for the next K time periods. We do not retrain model parameters to simulate a true online deployment setting. For the electricity and traffic datasets, we use the rolling-window forecast setting used in [23] and [30] . Hourly values of 7 days are input and we make prediction for the next day. Then the forecast window is shifted by one day and we repeat this for the next 7 days. Since the frequency of the Walmart dataset Table 4 : Performance of different methods in the streaming mode.
In Table 4 , we summarize the results on four datasets. The car parts dataset was dropped since each time-series is too small for streaming. We observe that even in this mode, ARU provides significant gains over all existing methods. A close second is the SNAIL Table 5 : ND loss for datasets on which DeepState reported results. The setting denotes the respective encoder and decoder lengths (prediction horizon).
method of adaptation but we will see later that SNAIL incurs significant runtime overheads.
Comparison with DeepState.
Since the DeepState code is not publicly available, we compare ARU with DeepState on exactly those dataset and settings for which we were able to approximately match the publicly available DeepAR numbers in the DeepState paper. Here we also include a sixth dataset Tourism-monthly since it was used in the DeepState paper. This is a small dataset of 366 time-series containing monthly tourism demand for approximately 15 years [2] . In this dataset, the start timestamp as well as length of each time-series are different. Since this is a monthly dataset, we use month of the year feature. We observe that ARU is better than DeepState in 3 out of 4 datasets. Both DeepAR and DeepState models use a time-series id, whereas we do not. Perhaps these datasets do not show too much local variation, making it possible for large deep models to memorize local patterns in its parameters as we showed in our synthetic experiments.
ARU integration.
Another way in which we differ from Deep-State is that instead of directly yielding the local predictions, we integrate them with global predictions using more learned global parameters. This allows us to safeguard against the high variance in local predictions and to meta-learn the best fall-back strategy. In Table 6 we compare ARU with ARU-direct whose local predictions are output directly. We observe that ARU-Direct is much worse than ARU and also worse than the Baseline. Table 7 , we compare running times of different models of inference on the test data. The running time of SNAIL is larger, up to a factor of four higher than the baseline, due to its costly self-attention mechanism. In contrast, the running time of ARU is at most 1.5 times more than the baseline. Also, since ARU stores a fixed sized state per time-series, its storage overhead is also very small.
Running time comparison. In
These experiments demonstrate that ARU is an effective lightweight method of streaming adaptation that can be easily plugged into any existing global model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented ARU, an adaptive recurrent unit that provides streaming local adaptation of globally trained deep timeseries models. The core principle in ARU is simple -exploit the kernel trick to obtain a closed-form optimal solution to linear least square regression loss. While this trick is classically known, our contribution is in recognizing the imminently practical use of this Table 7 : Inference time (in seconds) trick in modern deep network settings and designing a method of effectively integrating global-local patterns. Unlike existing selfattention or memory-augmented models with linearly increasing memory requirements, ARU allocates only constant sized state per time-series. Unlike methods that learn to generate local parameters, ARU can adapt to streaming data. Experiments on five real-life and synthetic datasets establish that ARU is an effective light-weight method of streaming adaptation of global deep forecasting models. In future, we plan to apply the ARU method of adaptation to linear layers in other parts of a deep network.
